
THE HAND OF THE MYSTERIES

The original drawings from which this plate was taken is designated the hand of the philosopher which 
is extended to those who enter into the mysteries. When the disciple of the Great Art first beholds this hand, it is 
closed, and he must discover a method of opening it before the mysteries contained therein may be revealed. In 
alchemy the hand signifies the formula for the preparation of the tincture physicorum. The fish is mercury and the 
flame-bounded sea in which it swims is sulfur, while each of the fingers bears the emblem of a Divine Agent through 
the combined operations of which the great work is accomplished. The unknown artist says of the diagram: “The 
wise take their oath by this hand that they will not teach the Art without parables.” To the Qabbalist the figure 
signifies the operation of the One Power [the crowded thumb] in the four worlds (the fingers with their emblems). 
Besides its alchemical and Qabbalistic meanings, the figure symbolizes the hand of a Master Mason with which he 
“raises” the martyred Builder of the Divine House. Philosophically, the key represents the Mysteries themselves, 
without whose aid man cannot unlock the numerous chambers of his own being. The lantern is human knowledge, 
for it is a spark of the Universal Fire captured in a man-made vessel; it is the light of those who dwell in the inferior 
universe and with the aid of which they seek to follow in the footsteps of Truth. The sun, which may be termed 
the “light of the worked,” represents the luminescence of creation through which man may learn the mystery of all 
creatures which express through form and number. The star is the Universal Light which reveals cosmic and ceslestial 
verities. The crown is Absolute Light— unknown and unrevealed—whose power shines through all the lesser lights 
that are but sparks of this Eternal Effulgence. Thus is set forth the right hand, or active principle, of Deity, whose 
works are all contained within the hollow of His hand.

Copyright © Philosophical Research Society  |  Manly P. Hall  |  Artist: J. Augustus Knapp 



CHAPTER 2

The Big Book
WHEN HALL STOOD BEFORE CROWDS IN DOWNTOWN 

AUDITORIUMS AND THEATERS AND TALKED ABOUT THE URGENCY  
OF SEARCHING FOR THE WISDOM HIDDEN IN THE MYTHS  

AND SYMBOLS OF ANTIQUITY, IT WAS HARD NOT TO BELIEVE  
HE WAS SPEAKING FROM THE HEART.

Part showman, part shaman, Hall wore a dark tailored suit and 
sat mid-stage, his hands resting palms down on the arms of a baronial 
chair that was bathed in light. He spoke for 1 ! hours—not a minute 
longer. Whether his subject was Egyptian initiation ceremonies or 
mythic water sprites, he concluded abruptly with the same sign-off: 
“Well, that’s about all for today, folks.”

Hall also drew audiences on visits to the Bay Area, where he took  
out large advertisements in the San Francisco Examiner trumpeting 
upcoming talks by the “author, lecturer and world traveler” on 
such subjects as “the occult anatomy of man” and “the tree of  
the universe.”

At 24, Hall was living up to the fundamental Masonic codes  
he summarized in a note he penned in ink (in apparent violation  
of Max Heindel’s warning) that remains one of the few generous 
samples of his handwriting beyond his characteristic sign-off:  
Sincerely Yours, Manly P. Hall. “To learn is to live, to study is to  
grow, and growth is the measurement of life,” he wrote. “The  
mind must be taught to think, the heart to feel, and the hands to  
labor. When these have been educated to their highest points,  
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then is the time to offer them to the service of their fellow man,  
not before.”

Between public appearances Hall was working at a furious  
pace, researching his massive survey of myths, magic and symbols, 
which he promised would be “the most elaborate and most  
beautiful volume ever printed on the West Coast.”[1] He dictated  
portions of the book four hours each day to a stenographer at the 
southwest Los Angeles home of Mr. and Mrs. Young. After the 
manuscript was about two-thirds done, he started looking for  
a publisher.[2]

Hall took his rough draft to H.S. Crocker Co. in San Francisco, 
which made him an offer. If Hall could secure the interest of book 
designer John Henry Nash, who once worked as a printer to  
the Vatican, the Crocker Co. would publish the effort. Nash was 
persuaded to sign onto the project. Hall wrote the closing chapters of 
the book while the first were on the press.[3]

The result was a gorgeous, dreamlike book of mysterious symbols, 
concise essays and colorful renderings of mythical beasts rising out  
of the sea, and angelic beings with lions’ heads presiding over  
somber initiation rites in torch-lit temples of ancestral civilizations  
that had mastered latent powers beyond the reach of modern man. 
While others in his domain tended to build walls around their 
narrow fields of expertise, Hall’s book tried to embrace the whole  
of esotericism.

Seven years in the making at the staggering production cost 
of $150,000—much of it raised through advance sales—Hall 
completed his Encyclopedic Outline of Masonic, Hermetic, Qabbalistic and  
Rosicrucian Symbolical Philosophy, also known as The Secret Teachings of 
All Ages and The Big Book, before his 28th birthday.

Magnificently illustrated with 54 original full-color plates of ancient 
and medieval emblems and figures by noted illustrator J. Augustus 
Knapp and 200 black-and-white illustrations borrowed from rare occult 
works, the 14 !-pound book resembled the old volumes on esoteric 
arts and sciences that he’d been collecting for more than a decade.

Within its massive 13-inch by 19-inch covers Hall had assembled 
an impressive collection of esoteric lore drawing from more than 600 
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sources. It remains a veritable “open sesame” into the world of occult 
traditions. The human body in symbolism; the Pythagorean theory 
of music; ceremonial magic; talismanic jewels; the significance of the 
Egyptian scarab; the practice of alchemy, and Hebrew mysticism were 
just some of the subjects explored in Hall’s tightly-written essays.

Hall dedicated Secret Teachings to “the proposition that concealed 
within the emblematic figures, allegories and rituals of the ancients  
is a secret doctrine concerning the inner mysteries of life, which 
doctrine has been preserved in toto among a small band of  
initiated minds.”[4]

Legendary publishing magnate William Randolph Hearst wrote 
Hall to tell him that he had discovered the only typographical error 
in the book: in the index, Madame Helena Blavatsky’s first name was 
misspelled Helen.

The first two editions of the book totaling 1,100 copies sold out 
in advance at a cost of about $100 per copy. Subsequent editions  
sold for $75 on terms of $15 down and $15 a month. Its instant  
success catapulted Hall into the national spotlight. “Into this volume 
has been compressed the quintessence of a colossal learning,”  
said George Barron, curator of San Francisco’s de Young Museum of 
fine arts. “It is a living human document pulsating with mental and 
spiritual vibrations of a profound thinker. It takes all knowledge  
for its province, and reduces whole libraries to the compass of a  
single tome.”

A special edition bound in full vellum and stamped in gold was 
presented to the Crown Prince of Sweden at a ceremony held in the 
Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D.C., on Oct. 15, 1928. Among the 
celebrities who signed the event registry were U.S. General of the 
Armies John Pershing; the charge d’affair of France; the secretaries of 
the German and Japanese embassies, and the grand master of masons 
in the District of Columbia. [5]

Hall personally presented a copy of the first edition to his old 
friend, Sidney J. Brownson, who was by then a fragile and ailing man 
in his eighties. “Toward the end of his life, the book must have seemed 
large and heavy,” Hall recalled in an essay decades later. “But he toted it 
about with great joy.”[6] Brownson was 88 when he died in his garden 
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in his sleep with a copy of the Hindu holy book Bhagavad-Gita on his 
chest and a small New Testament in his hip pocket.

Eighty years later, with more than a million copies sold, The Secret 
Teachings of All Ages remains one of the most popular introductions to 
esoteric traditions.[7]

Hall’s life would never be the same. Overnight, he went from  
being just another earnest young preacher in the City of Angels 
to becoming an icon of the increasingly influential metaphysical 
movement sweeping the country in the 1920s. His book challenged 
assumptions about society’s spiritual roots and made people look at 
them in new ways. His presence at a dinner gathering or civic event 
inspired awe.

But he didn’t bask in the attention for long. A year later, he 
published his Lectures in Ancient Philosophy: An Introduction to the Study 
and Application of Rational Procedures, which features a frontispiece 
portrait of Hall wearing a cape and striking a Byronic pose that was 
photographed by noted Hollywood cameraman William Mortensen. 
In 471 pages drawn from lectures delivered in San Francisco and Los 
Angeles, it amounted to a literary complement to his Secret Teachings 
of All Ages. There are the familiar voices from the pagan metaphysical 
pantheon, but also those of psychologist Sigmund Freud, botanist 
Luther Burbank, educator Samuel Johnson and the so-called “Plato of 
Masonry,” Albert Pike.

The book opens with a discourse on space, form and potential  
that sounds surprisingly similar to Big Bang creation scenarios offered 
by modern cosmologists. It’s all reflected in the simplest of symbols: 
dot, line and circle. Think of a blank piece of paper, he says, as that space 
which contains all existence in a potential state. The universe issued 
forth out of that indefinable fullness as a state of universal intelligence, 
or unity, comparable to a dot, much as an oak tree emerges from an 
acorn. The conscious activity of that emergence is reflected in the line. 
“The center and the circumference are thus blended in the connecting 
line—conscious activity or intelligence,” he writes. [8]

Continuing that analogy, a human being’s greatest potential is 
realized by applying intelligence, emotion and purpose in a manner 
least prone to error or illusion: philosophy. It follows that the  
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highest form of consciousness, enlightenment, is born of a highly 
disciplined mind.

The same principles applied to the average modern family, where 
young persons were being raised with all the comforts, but little 
discipline, Hall said. The hope of achieving strength in character 
and success later in life, he argued, was remote “without having first 
experienced any snappy toeing of the mark at home.” [9]

In a passage titled “Symbolism, the Universal Language” he writes: 
“Confront the untrained mind with some symbol or fable, and it  
will construct a confused and meaningless explanation, usually 
far more complex than the figure warrants, and as senseless as a  
macaw’s chatter.” [10]

“Symbols consequently change the meanings according to the level 
of intelligence upon which their interpreter functions. . . The purpose 
of symbols is to uncover the limitations of mortal consciousness by 
continually emphasizing the insufficiency of the interpretations placed 
upon them.” [11]

Hall freely sorts through a tossed salad of spiritual imagery from 
disparate times and places and discovers common ground, and patterns: 
the universe is alive and consists of a network of mathematical 
connections between different levels of reality. “In the Ancient 
Wisdom it was also declared that the sacred mountains of the world 
rose in seven steps or stages (as the Meru of the Hindus),” Hall writes, 
“and it was from the high place, or the seventh step, that offerings 
were made to the Lord whose name is Blessed. Not only did the holy 
place rise in seven platforms or levels, but upon its topmost level was 
usually erected a triform symbol of the Divine Nature itself. Thus, 
the seven steps, complemented by this three-fold figure, became the 
mysterious Pythagorean decad, or the symbol of the tenfold order of the 
universe. Jacob’s ladder then actually becomes the symbolic mountain  
or pyramid.”[12]

Conventionally-minded skeptics dismissed that kind of talk 
as nonsense. Believers figured Hall was onto something profound  
and exciting. But the festive prosperity of the 1920s was about to 
implode into a decade of depression that would bring unemployment 
and personal hardship to millions. When the stock market crashed 
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in the fall of 1929, Hall watched as many who got rich by exploiting 
pioneer dreams quietly disappeared or retired to enjoy their gains, 
while their adherents were left sadder, wiser and poorer.

Hall, with books like his Secret Teachings of All Ages, was more in 
demand than ever. Hailed as one of the world’s most promising young 
thinkers, Hall was called Maestro by his congregation. In a magazine 
article, Hindu author Basanta Koomer Roy referred to Hall as “the 
greatest sage in America” and compared his mind to Albert Einstein’s. 
A feature article published in the Los Angeles Examiner in 1930 described 
him as “an original. Distinct. In a class by himself.”

“I do not recall anyone who resembles him in appearance, in 
personality, or in mental viewpoints,” the article said. “He is positive. 
He is poised. He is an orator. He spurns manuscripts or notes. He has a 
clear, vibrant voice. Fluent of speech, his style is epigrammatic, and is 
marked by the frequent employment of striking antithesis.”

Hall was still in his 20s and he was chumming with the rich  
and famous. That made him a sort of icon for Hollywood hangers-on 
who imagined their chances of grabbing a piece of the action would  
be vastly improved by knowing him. Hall was also an unlikely sex 
symbol, given that a few years earlier he had preached against  
intimacy, even in marriage, as an obstacle to reaching the highest levels 
of human consciousness.

That didn’t stop Caroline Lloyd’s lesbian daughter Estelle from 
proposing marriage to the philosopher, who let her down gently. “Her 
infatuation with Manly was not so much physical as intellectual,” 
recalled physicist Donald Lloyd, Estelle’s nephew.

Then 28, the high-profile, eligible bachelor expressed a change of 
heart on the issue of celibacy in a little book of essays published in 
1929 under the title The Child’s Place in the Plan.

“Among the early pagans, celibacy was not regarded as a priestly 
virtue, yet their standards of ethics far surpassed that of our own  
day; nor were their aesthetics in any way compromised,” he wrote. 
“Nearly all the renowned philosophers and World Saviors were married 
men.” [13]

He pointed out that the Egyptian Hermes; the fire prince of Persia 
Zoroaster; the Greek philosophers Pythagoras, Socrates and Aristotle; 
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Gautama Buddha and Mohammed were all fathers. “The individuals 
who fear that a family may retard their progress toward perfection 
may be well satisfied if they reach a degree of excellence comparable 
with those here listed,” he wrote, “and at the same time give  
other unfolding lives an opportunity to bask in the sunlight of their 
superior wisdom.”

On April 28, 1930, Hall married his secretary of five years, Fay B. de 
Ravenne, a strikingly attractive petite 28-year-old brunette astrologer 
from Texas with fine features and big plaintive eyes, perhaps expressing 
the sadness of the pain of her inner life. It was Hall’s first marriage, 
and Fay’s second. The ceremony was conducted without fanfare at the 
Rosicrucian Fellowship in Oceanside and officiated by Hall’s friend, 
mentor, and frequent guest lecturer Augusta Heindel. She announced 
the marriage in the June 1930 edition of the fellowship’s Rays magazine 
under the banner: “Wedding bells are ringing, mocking birds are 
singing.” “The writer was not a little surprised to have Mr. Hall and  
his lady, Fay B. de Ravenne, call on her on Monday, April 28, when she 
had the honor of performing the marriage ceremony,” Heindel wrote. 
“The bride has been associated with Mr. Hall as his secretary for about 
five years. We know that all their friends join us in wishing this bride 
and groom much joy and a long and successful life.”[14] 

Not much is known about the dark beauty. Fay rarely appeared 
with her husband in public, and all references to their life together  
were mysteriously excised from Hall’s voluminous archives after her 
death. Then, too, Hall’s closest friends were fiercely protective of his 
public image and never gossiped about his private life. All that can  
be said about Fay exists in available census data, a wedding 
certificate, a few photographs, a coroner’s report and a handful of  
sketchy anecdotes.

Hall’s young wife was plagued by various illnesses, and grew 
jealous and angry as his popularity soared and the lecture circuit took 
him away from home on lengthy trips. It didn’t help that Hall had 
failed to credit Fay for her help in completing his Secret Teachings of All 
Ages, or that his personal valet had a serious crush on her.

Close friends recalled Fay acting sullen and resentful at Hall’s 
lectures while sitting beside a small table and taking money for his 
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books. “I only saw Fay a few times,” recalled Pat Levitt in an interview. 
“But I knew there were troubles there.”

Initially, the Halls lived with Mr. and Mrs. Walter Young on 
West 20th Street, then hopscotched from one modest apartment to  
another on the north side of downtown. Among their closest friends  
were William Mortensen, one of Hollywood’s most famous 
photographers, and his ravishing wife and principal model, Myrdith. 
Based in a cottage tucked in Laguna Canyon, Mortensen was a  
darkroom artist best known for his highly stylized portraits of celebrities 
including actresses Fay Wray and Marlene Dietrich and musician Jascha 
Heifetz. He was set photographer for director Cecil B. DeMille’s 1926 
movie King of Kings. [15]

During their years together, the Halls and the Mortensens shared 
mutual interests in the occult, magic, and parlor magic, according to 
Anson and Peggy Beman, who were students of Mortensen in 1951. 
Hall, for example, liked to stand in Mortensen’s yard and appear to 
pluck silver dollars out of the air, then toss them in a bucket. “Some 
of the best times were after dinner when Bill would sit in his favorite 
chair, smoking his ever-present pipe and we would have discussions 
about psychic phenomena, magic, old Hollywood,” Peggy Beman 
recalled decades later in a memoir entitled Memories of Our Friends in 
Laguna Beach. [16]

“Bill and Myrdith were great friends with Manly Hall, a well-
known magician in the 1930s,” she wrote. “They, along with other 
friends, experimented with Oujia boards, séances and table tipping at 
their little adobe house in a big orchard in the canyon. The house was 
built over an old Indian burial ground and they swore they contacted 
one of the Indians, and that Myrdith actually saw him. I don’t know if 
they were drunk or sober at the time. I do know that they both firmly 
believed in such things.”

Beman added that Mortensen “always said, ‘Don’t get involved 
with psychic phenomena of any kind, it’s too dangerous.’”

Hall was working harder than ever, and he shifted his philosophic 
activities to include private counseling and public service. In late 
1930, a six-month lecture campaign carried him to the nation’s  
largest cities including Chicago and New York, where he attracted M
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capacity audiences at Town Hall, the Pythian Temple and Carnegie 
Hall. He also spoke regularly on New York radio station WOR,  
and began preparing for a trip to Mexico and Central America.

In the spring of 1931, he left New York by boat for the entry 
port of Progresso on the peninsula of Yucatán to conduct research at 
Mayan ruins on the myth of the snake-bird god Quetzalcoatl. Then 
he proceeded by train to Mexico City, where he made short trips to 
the region’s Toltec and Aztec archeological sites, where he hoped to 
confirm flamboyant American political reformer Ignatius Donnelly’s 
claims of a submerged paradise that existed eons ago.

Later that year, Hall’s name cropped up in a story published  
in the New York World-Telegram under the headline “Head of  
Supreme Government of the World Inc. Wants His $1,400 Back.”  
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A man identified as “Brother Thomas” had invested in an occult 
bookstore owned by a transplanted California mystic. Thomas  
wanted out of the arrangement immediately after reading an article  
in Hall’s magazine All-Seeing Eye, which he hoped to use as  
evidence in a jury trial. It warned, in part, “Not a few sincere but 
sentimental people have impoverished themselves, hazarded the 
future of their families and wasted the best years of their lives in  
ill-advised attempts to attain that abstract state commonly denominated 
‘spirituality.’” [17]

The same could be said about astrology. But Hall reserved a special 
fondness for the storied association between the planets and human 
characteristics. Hall was an admirer of Evangeline Adams, astrologer 
to the rich, famous and powerful, who by 1914 had gained enough 
leverage to challenge and have modified New York’s statute against 
fortune telling as it applied to astrologers. Her clientele ranged from 
working folks to powerbroker financier John Pierpont Morgan, who 
reportedly boasted, “Millionaires don’t use astrology, billionaires do.” 
Tenor Enrico Caruso reportedly never crossed the Atlantic during 
World War I without first consulting Adams to get the safest times and 
dates for traveling.

In late October 1932, Adams was about to undertake a risky 
business venture in the depths of the Great Depression: writing a  
book listing the good and bad astrological aspects to watch for  
during each month of the following year. Her prospective publisher 
felt that sales would have to be strong right away, given that the 
book would be of no use in 1934. Adams offered to pay Hall $100 
if he would write an introduction to the book, an endorsement, she 
explained, that “would help the sale of the book here in the East, as 
well as in California.” [18]

Adams died in New York about a month later. Her book,  
The Evangeline Adams Guide for 1933, was published posthumously.  
The introduction by Hall begins:

“The right of a branch of learning to exist is determined from its 
use-value, and the distinguished position always occupied by astrology 
in the history of nations is due largely to its practical value in unraveling 
the tangled skein of circumstance.”
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